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Abstract

We consider a proximal algorithm with quasi distance applied to non-
convex and nonsmooth functions involving analytic properties for an uncon-
strained minimization problem. We show the behavioral importance of this
proximal point model for habit’s formation in Decision and Making Sciences.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we consider the optimization problem:

min{f(x) : x ∈ IRn}, (1.1)

where f : IRn → IR ∪ {+∞} is a proper lower semicontinuous function.
The proximal algorithm has been first introduced by Martinet [17] and Rock-

afellar [21] as an approximation-regularization method in convex optimization and
in the study of variational inequalities associated to maximal monotone operators.
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In the proximal point method, iterates xk, k ≥ 1, are generated by the following
rule:

xk+1 ∈ arg min
{
f(u) +

1

2λk

‖u− xk‖2 : u ∈ IRn
}

, (1.2)

where x0 is an initial guess for a minimizer, {λk}k∈IN is a positive sequence and

‖ · ‖ = 〈 · , · 〉1/2 is the usual norm.
In recent years it has been very active research in nonconvex programming

and extensions of the proximal point method by using generalized distances. The
scheme (1.2) has been studied to change the Euclidean norm by an adequate like
distance such that not necesarily all the axioms of distance are verified, in particular
the symmetry axiom, for example in the Bregman’s distance case, but preserving
the nice properties of convexity, continuity and coercivity of the Euclidean norm.

When we don’t consider a like distance with such properties, we will have some
difficulties in the convergence analysis because the convexity and the differentiablity
are generality lost on a generalized distance framework, thus we have to proceed
in a different form for the convergence analysis of generalized proximal methods.
Literature connected with the analysis and development of proximal point methods
in a convex and nonconvex setting includes [14, 13].

By another hand, quasi distances (or quasi-metrics) have been extensively stud-
ied in the topology context, see for example [15, 9, 28]. They generalize the dis-
tances in the sense that they are not symmetric. We also have that a quasi distance
is not necesarily a convex, continuously differentiable and coercive function; so we
can’t proceed similarly to the Bregman case for the study of the convergence anal-
ysis when using the quasi distance for purpose of regularization. In addition to the
applications of the quasi distances in the computer theory, see for example [8, 16],
they also apply in economy, as consumer choice, utility functions[23] among others.

An important class of functions, in the nonlinear analysis, are the functions
that verify the Kurdyka- Lojasiewicz inequality, which is a generalization of the
 Lojasiewicz gradient inequality [19, 1]. The Kurdyka- Lojasiewicz result has been
used in the study of error bounds of analytic inequality systems in optimization
[1, 7]. In turn, such error bounds have been used in the convergence analysis of
optimization algorithms in the same general spirit as in the present paper; see,
e.g., [1, 7, 4]. In [4], the authors used this property to obtain the convergence of
the proximal method in a nonconvex and nonsmooth environment as well present
an adequate analysis for development of generalized proximal methods, but in the
Euclidean context only.

In this paper, we present a generalized proximal method to minimize a noncon-
vex and nonsmooth function, that verifies the Kurdyka- Lojasewicz property. The
procedure has the following form

xk+1 ∈ arg min
{
f(u) +

1

2λk

q2(xk, u) : u ∈ IRn
}

, (1.3)

where q(·, ·) denotes a quasi distance.
The goal of this paper is to establish the convergence of a general proximal point

scheme (1.3) to a generalized critical point, and therefore we extend the result of
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[4].
Our paper is organized as follows: after this introduction, we present a model of

habit’s formation which examines the role of inertia and experience in repeated con-
sumption processes to motivate the use of proximal methods with quasi distances.
In the section 3 we recall several properties of quasi distance, subdifferential theory,
and Kurdyka- Lojasewicz inequality. In the section 4, the proximal algorithm with
quasi distance is presented. Its convergence under various conditions is established
in the section 5 followed by the conclusions.

2 A Model of Habit’s Formation: the Role of In-

ertia and Experience in Repeated Consump-

tion

Here we give an application to habit’s formation of our proximal algorithm which
uses as a regularization term the square of a quasi distance. In [2, 3] Attouch-
Soubeyran have interpreted regularization terms as costs to change. Our present
model of habit’s formation describes a consumer who have i) a separable utility
function which changes with experience, and ii) costs to change of consumption
bundles (which modelize inertia).

The proximal algorithm of [4] is unable to procure such an application to eco-
nomics and social sciences. It uses as a regularization term the square of an Euclid-
ian distance which cannot represent a cost to move because in this case the cost
to change from x to y is equal to the cost to change from y to x, a very restrictive
symmetric assumption for a cost to move. In the present application we follow
Soubeyran [26, 27] to modelize i) the adaptive aspect of our model (why variable
preferences require repeated optimization), ii) costs to change as a quasi distance,
and iii) the desutility of cost to change as an increasing convex function of costs to
change.

A striking result of our habit’s formation model is that, even when an agent ig-
nores partially the variable part of his current utility function, because this variable
part changes with experience in a bounded unpredicable way, and if the process
starts not too far from the maximum of the static part of the utility function, the
process converges to this maximum. Then, an habit forms gradually. Furthermore,
when experience improves the variable part of the current utility (a learning pro-
cess) the habit’s formation process is efficient. The model supposes high costs to
change in the small as a quasi distance, and a strong desutility of costs to change
(a quadratic function of costs to change). The variable part of the utility function
U(y) must satisfy four hypothesis: (H1) (U(·) is bounded below), (H2) (the desutil-
ity of costs to change is coercitive, ie very high in the large), (H3) ( the restriction
of the variable part of the utility function to its domain is continuous), (H4) (for
the Kurdyka-Lojasiewicz inequality). All these hypothesis are not too demanding
from an economic point of view.
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2.1 One step optimal consumption

Let X = IRn and g(·) : y ∈ X 7−→ g(y) ∈ IR. The global maximum problem is: find
x∗ ∈ X such that g(x∗) ≥ g(y) for all y ∈ X. In our economic application g(y) =
U(y) represents for a consumer the utility of the consunption bundle y ∈ X and x∗

is a maximizing bundle of consumption goods. For the sake of our interpretation
suppose that the supremum utility of consumption g = U = sup {g(y), y ∈ X} <
+∞ is finite. Let f(·) : y ∈ X 7−→ f(y) = g − g(y) = U − U(y) ≥ 0 be the
unsatisfied need of this consumer at y (see Soubeyran,[25]). The global minimum
problem is: find x∗ ∈ X such that f(x∗) ≤ f(y) for all u ∈ X. Then, x∗ minimizes
the unsatisfied needs of this consumer. At x∗, unsatisfied needs disappear: f(x∗) =
g− g(x∗) = 0. From a pratical point of view, if the consumer can explore in a first
stage the whole space X of consumption bundles to discover the whole graph of
utilities, U(y) for all y ∈ X, he can find x∗ ∈ X by direct (brut force) comparison
of pairs (U(x), U(y)) and elimination of the bundle, x or y, with the lowest utility.
This is the essence of the dichotomy principle of substantive rationality (Simon,
[24]) where optimization is ideally done in three steps :

i) first exploration of the whole space to discover {U(y), y ∈ X},

ii) comparison by pairs and successive elimination to select x∗,

iii) finally, the bundle of goods x∗ is consumed.

In this static consumption process there is no repeated actions (no succession of
consumption acts of different bundle of goods). Then, the utility of consumption
cannot change with past consumption (experience).

2.2 Repeated consumption and inertia: the impact of ex-
perience

Consider now a repeated action process of consumption (“the problem of repeated
actions”, Soubeyran, [25]). Start from consuming a given bundle of goods x0 ∈ X.
The problem of the consumer is: “should I stay”, choosing to consume again x0,
or “should I change”, moving from consuming x0 to consume x1. In this dynamic
context, we will introduce inertia, ie costs to change (see Attouch-Soubeyran [2, 3],
Soubeyran, [26, 27]). When passing from the old bundle of goods x to the new
bundle y, the consumer can stop consuming some goods, continue to consume
others, and start consuming new goods. This process of deletion, repetition, and
inclusion generates various costs to change C(x, y) ≥ 0. They include stopping
costs (to decide to stop consuming some goods within the initial bundle x, which
break temporary habits), ii) searching costs (to find new goods to include in the
bundle of goods y), iii) costs to be able to continue to consume some goods, and
finally iv) starting costs ( to learn how to consume the new bundle of goods). Let
Ci(xi, yi) ∈ IR+ be the cost to change from consuming the quantity of good xi to the
quantity of good yi. Then C(x, y) =

∑m
i=1 Ci(xi, yi) is the cost to change from being

able to consume the bundle of goods x = (x1, x2, ..., xm) ∈ X to be able to consume
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the new bundle of goods y = (y1, y2, ..., ym) ∈ X. For simplification we will suppose
that costs to be able to consume again a good are zero. Ci(xi, yi) = 0 if yi = xi.
This means that an agent does not forget how to consume this good (see Dinh The-
Soubeyran A, [10], for more on this point). As a consequence C(x, x) = 0 for all
x ∈ X. Furthermore we will also assume that Ci(xi, yi) = 0 implies yi = xi. Then,
C(x, y) = 0 ⇐⇒ y = x. “Costs to change” are different from traditional “costs to
consume” c(y) ≥ 0 which are included in the net utility, say U(y) = u(y) − c(y),
where u(y) is the gross utility. Let D(·) : C ∈ IR+ 7−→ D(C) ∈ IR+ be the desutility
of costs to change which is increasing and convex, and zero at zero. We can take
D(C) = C2.

Let Xk =
{
x0, x1, ..., xk

}
⊂ X be the consumption path of the agent at stage

k, ie his internal experience, and Ωk =
{
ω0, ω1, ..., ωk

}
⊂ Ω be the history of the

context (external events) until step k. Then, Ek = (Xk, Ωk) will be his experience
in consumption at this stage. In this context we define an “experience depen-
dent” utility function U(y/Ek). Reference dependent utility functions U(y/xk) are
very special cases where the anchoring effect, the impact of experience on util-
ity, is constant and limited to the most recent consumption bundle Ek = xk (see
Kahnemam-Tversky, [12]).

In this paper we consider the simplest case of a separable experience dependent
utility function, U(y/Ek) = V (Ek)U(y), where the impact of experience λk =
V (Ek) > 0 is multiplicative. At stage k, the consumer with experience Ek can
balance between

i) consuming a new bundle of goods y, which gives him the proximal net utility

P (y/Ek) = U(y/Ek)−D
[
C(xk, y)

]
ii) to consume again the bundle of goods xk, which gives him the proximal net

utility P (xk/Ek) = U(xk/Ek)−D
[
C(xk, xk)

]
= U(xk/Ek).

At stage k, the consumer will prefer to change from xk to y if U(y/Ek) −
D
[
C(xk, y)

]
≥ U(xk/Ek).

His advantages to change being A
[
(xk, y)/Ek

]
= U(y/Ek) − U(xk/Ek) =

V (Ek)(U(y) − U(xk)), the consumer will prefer to change if his advantages to

change are higher than the desutility of his costs to change D
[
C(xk, y)

]
. This is

equivalent to the acceptance criterion U(y)− U(xk) ≥ (1/λk)D
[
C(xk, y)

]
.

At stage k the consumer will change in an optimal way if he can find a new
consumption bundle xk+1 such that

P (xk+1/Ek) = sup
{
P (y/Ek) = V (Ek)U(y)−D

[
C(xk, y)

]
, y ∈ X

}
< +∞.

Let λk = V (Ek) > 0 be the variable part of the utility function, which depends of
past experience Ek. Then, at each stage, the optimization problem of the consumer
is to solve the exact proximal problem:

sup
{
U(y)− (1/λk)D

[
C(xk, y)

]
, y ∈ X

}
.
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For the exact proximal algorithm y = xk+1 is choosen in an optimal way.
Then, there is, each step, a global optimization problem to solve, which requires,

each step, to search again over the whole space X. In this repeated but changing
context the consumer can discover very soon, from his first experience, the invariant
part of his utility function {U(y), y ∈ X} over the whole space. But, each step,
he is unable to known before consuming, what will be his future experience and
the variable impact V (Ek) of his experience Ek on the variable part of his utility
function. The same is true for his present costs to change C(xk, y). He only knows

the graphs of his past costs to change
{
C(xh, y), y ∈ X

}
, h = 0, 1, .., k− 1 because

if the consumer knows C(x, y) for all y ∈ X, he does not C(y, z) for all z ∈ X.
To sum up, each step, the consumer must repeat exploration of the whole

space to discover the new variable part of his utility function and his new costs
to change. We must abandon the dichotomy principle which supposes that the
consumer explores the whole space at the very beginning of the process and then
stops to explore.

2.3 Habit’s formation

Our problem will be to show in which circumstances the consumer can finally
choose to consume the global optimal consumption bundle x∗ ∈ X. We will show
how habits form. The convergence result xk −→ x∗ ∈ X implies that the distance
between successive consumption bundles xk, xk+1 goes to zero, ie q(xk, xk+1) −→
0, k −→ 0. Then, the consumer repeats more and more the same consumption
action. An habit forms gradually. In this case, if the consumer reachs x∗, given his
experience E∗ =

{
e0, e1, ...ek = (xk, ωk), ...

}
, he will prefer to stay than to move:

U(x∗/E∗) = V (E∗)U(x∗) ≥ V (E∗)U(y) for all y ∈ X.
The condition 0 < λ ≤ λk = V (Ek) ≤ λ for all k, means that experience has

a limited impact of the utility function. This does not require that the impact of
experience λk = V (Ek) converges. It can oscillate, but within bounds (within the

bounded interval
[
λ, λ

]
).

Remark 2.1 if the impact of experience converges to some limiting impact, ie
λk = V (Ek) −→ λ∗ = V ∗ = V (E∗) > 0, let P (y/E∗) = V ∗U(y) − (D [C(x∗, y)] be
the limiting net utility. In this case, it is easy to show that if xk −→ x∗ ∈ X, then,
P (x∗/E∗) ≥ P (y/E∗) for all y ∈ X. This means that, once at x∗, the consumer
prefers to stay than to move, taking care of costs to change. In this case x∗ is an
inertial habit. A global maximum requires a stronger condition, U(x∗) ≥ U(y) for
all y ∈ X. In this case costs to change at x∗ are not considered.

Remark 2.2 In our process, each step k, the consumer chooses to explore again
the whole space of bundle of goods to find the global optimal bundle of good xk+1.
This is not realistic when, i) this space is too complex (includes a huge number
of different bundles), ii) the length of each period k = 0, 1, .., n, ... is short (lack
of time), ...In these case, each step, exploration must be local, around the current
consumption bundle. These “local action” aspects are left for future research, using
an inexact proximal algorithm at each stage.
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2.4 Costs to change as the square of a quasi distance

Consider an agent who wants to pass from being able to consume a bundle of
goods x = (x1, x2, ..., xm) ∈ X to be able to consume a new bundle of goods
y = (y1, y2, ..., ym) ∈ X.

If this agent wants to consume some added quantity of a good he must be
able to consume it before consuming it. This means that to be able to consume
an added quantity of a good i requires some added specific resource i = i+ (and
non specific resources, not modelized here). To be able to stop consuming a good
requires to delete some specific resource i = i−, which can be different from the
resource i = i+.

Then, if an agent wants to be able to consume a larger quantity of good i = i+,
say vi = yi − xi > 0 units, he must hire (buy or built) a given added amount of a
specific resource i, K+

i (vi). Consider the linear case K+
i = k+

i (yi−xi) where k+
i > 0

is the quantity of resource i necessary to be able to consume one unit more of good
i. Suppose that the cost to hire one unit of resource i, say ρ+

i > 0, is constant.
Then, costs to change, which are costs to hire an added quantity of resource i, are
Ci(xi, yi) = ρ+

i K+
i = c+

i (yi − xi) where c+
i = ρ+

i k+
i > 0. They are costs to be able

to consume vi = yi − xi > 0 units more of good i, starting from being able to
consume the quantity xi. They include search costs and learning costs....

If an agent wants to stop consuming some quantity of good i, say vi = xi−yi > 0,
he must be able to do it. He must break some habits. This requires to abandon
the quantity K−

i = k−i (xi − yi) of resource i = i−, where k−i > 0 is the quantity
of resource i = i− to delete to be able to stop consuming one unit of good i.
Suppose that the cost to stop consuming one unit of resource i, say ρ−i > 0, is
constant. Then, costs to change which are costs to fire some quantity of resource
i, are Ci(xi, yi) = ρ−i K−

i = c−i (xi − yi) where c−i = ρ−i k−i > 0. They are costs to be
able to stop consuming vi = xi − yi > 0 units of good i, starting from being able
to consume the quantity xi.

If the agent wants to consume again the same quantity of good i, say yi = xi,
he mus tbe able to do that. We will suppose that it is the case. Then Ci(xi, yi) = 0
if yi = xi. To sum up, costs to change consumption of good i are, Ci(xi, yi) =
c+
i (yi − xi), if yi − xi > 0; Ci(xi, yi) = c−i (xi − yi) if yi − xi < 0 and Ci(xi, yi) = 0

if yi − xi = 0. Then,

Ci(xi, yi) =


c+
i (yi − xi), if yi − xi > 0,

c−i (xi − yi), if yi − xi < 0,
0, if yi − xi = 0.

This is a quasi distance.
Then, C(x, y) =

∑m
i=1 Ci(xi, yi) is the cost to change of consumption bundle, ie

the costs to be able to consume the new bundle of goods y = (y1, y2, ..., ym) ∈ X,
starting from being able to consume the old bundle of goods x = (x1, x2, ..., xm) ∈
X. It is as well a quasi distance.

The desutility of costs to change is D(C) = C2 = [
∑m

i=1 Ci(xi, yi)]
2.
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Remark 2.3 costs to change can also depend of experience in a separable and
bounded way, ie C(x, y/E) = Γ(Ek)Q(x, y), where 0 < µ ≤ Γ(Ek) ≤ µ < +∞ for
all k. In this case there is learning how to change in a less costly way.

2.5 The litterature on habit’s formation

Our model, like the famous “theory of habits, addiction and traditions” (Becker,
1991, Becker-Murphy,1988, Fuhrer, 2000) supposes that choices today are depen-
dent of choices in the past. The current utility function depends on current con-
sumption y and on the stock of past consumption. In our more general case the
utility function depends on experience which is the history of past consumptions
xk and external influences ωk, Ek =

{
e0, e1, ...ek = (xk, ωk)

}
. The other main dif-

ferences of our model with the rational addiction model of Becker-Murphy (1988)
are the following:

i) First, our model is adaptive. It does not use an intertemporal optimization
process to maximize the sum of successive utilities. Using a cumulative objec-
tive and an initial optimization procedure made once for all, at the beginnig of
the process (the dichtomy principle) is not allowed in our more realistic adaptive
model where the variable part V (Ek) of our utility function U(y/Ek) = V (Ek)U(y)
changes, each step, depending of the whole experience Ek. Then, the number of
feasible experience path to imagine ex ante becomes astronomic as time evolves.
Furthermore, this variable part of the utility function changes in a rather unpred-
icable way, within a given bounded interval of change V (Ek) ∈

[
λ, λ

]
. Then, the

consumer discovers each step, after consumption, his new utility function and his
new costs to change. Being unable to anticipate his future utilities, he is obliged to
adapt. He must repeatedely solve, each step, a new optimization program anchored
to the past and revealed by his experience (we call this “the adaptive problem of
repeated actions”, Soubeyran A, 2009).

ii) Furthermore inertia is modelized in a more general way. Inertia comes from
both, iia) a variable part in the utility function which depends of experience (past
consumptions as in Becker (1991) and also external influences), iib) costs to change.

The implications of these different hypothesis, and the comparisons with the
results of the Becker-Murphy (1988) model are left for future research, using dif-
ferent.formulations for the utility function and costs to change. Just say that in
our model, habits and addiction can emerge from hypothesis different from ad-
jacent complementarities (an increase in current consumption will increase future
consumption), which is the cornerstone argument of Becker-Murphy (1988).

3 Preliminaries

Let f : IRn → IR ∪ {+∞} be a function. The effective domain of f is defined by
dom(f) = {x ∈ IRn : f(x) < +∞}, f is said to be coercive if lim‖x‖→+∞ f(x) =
+∞, the symbol Br(x) denotes the open ball of radius ε about x and Br(x) its
clousure, f is said to be locally Lipschitz continuous around x ∈ dom(f) if there
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exist ε > 0 and ` > 0 such that |f(x) − f(y)| ≤ `‖x − y‖ ∀x, y ∈ Bε(x), where
Bε(x). Moreover, f is called locally Lipschitz continuous on the open subset D ⊂
IRn if f is locally Lipschitz around each x ∈ D.

3.1 Quasi distance

Definition 3.1 Let X be a set. A mapping q : X × X → IR+ is called a quasi
distance if

1. for all x, y ∈ X, q(x, y) = q(y, x) = 0 ⇔ x = y,

2. for all x, y, z ∈ X, q(x, z) ≤ q(x, y) + q(y, z).

If q is also symmetric, that is, for all x, y ∈ X, q(x, y) := q(y, x), then q is
a distance. Furthermore, for each quasi distance q, we denote by q its conjugate
quasi distance, where q(x, y) = q(y, x), and we call the distance q̂, defined for
each x, y ∈ X by q̂(x, y) = max{q(x, y), q(x, y)}, its associated distance. Next, we
present examples of quase distances.

Example 3.1 [9] Let q : IR× IR → IR+ defined by

q(x, y) =

{
0 if x ≤ y,
1 otherwise.

generates a quasi distance on IR.

Example 3.2 [20] If q(x, y) := p(x− y) where p is an asymmetric norm.

Example 3.3 For each i = 1, ..., n, we consider c−i , c+
i > 0 and qi : IR× IR → IR+

defined by

qi(xi, yi) =

{
c+
i (yi − xi) if yi − xi > 0,

c−i (xi − yi) if yi − xi ≤ 0,

is a quasi distance on IR, therefore q(x, y) =
∑n

i=1 qi(xi, yi) is a quasi distance on
IRn. By another hand, for each z ∈ IRn we have

q(x, z) =
n∑

i=1

qi(xi, zi) =
n∑

i=1

max
{
c+
i (zi − xi), c

−
i (xi − zi)

}
, x ∈ IRn,

thus q( · , z) is a convex function. By the same reasoning, q(z, · ) is convex.

Example 3.4 [16] Let g : X → IR+ be a injective function. Then for x, y ∈ X we
define qg(x, y) = max{g(x)− g(y), 0}, thus qg generates a quasi distance on X.

Example 3.5 Let g : IRn → IR be a injective Lipzchitz function with constant L
and µ > 0 . Then for x, y ∈ X we define q(x, y) = max{g(x) − g(y), µ‖x − y‖},
thus q generates a quasi distance on IRn.
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Remark 3.1 It is not in general true that the quasi distance is convex and
coercive in the first argument neither the second. In fact, Let qg( · , z) =
max {g( · )− g(z), 0} and qg(z, · ) = max {g(z)− g( · ), 0}, where qg is the quasi
distance of Example 3.4, thus if g is a convex function, then qg( · , z) is convex but
qg(z, · ) is concave.

In this paper, we consider the following condition on the quasi distance q:
There is a continuous function α : IRn × IRn → IR++ bounded away from zero

and β > 0 such that

α(x, y)‖x− y‖ ≤ q(x, y) ≤ β‖x− y‖, x, y ∈ IRn. (3.1)

We note, that quasi distances of Examples 3.3 and 3.5 verifies (3.1). But the quasi
distance of Example 3.4 does not verifies. The next results are important for our
study.

Proposition 3.1 Let q : IRn×IRn → IR+ a quasi distance that verifies (3.1). Then
for each z ∈ IRn the functions q(z, · ) and q( · , z) are Lipschitz.

Proof: From the axiom (2), for all x, y ∈ IRn we obtain

|q(z, x)− q(z, y)| ≤ max{q(x, y), q(y, x)} ≤ q(x, y) + q(y, x),

from (3.1), we have that exists L = 2β > 0 such that

|q(z, x)− q(z, y)| ≤ L‖x− y‖ ∀ x, y ∈ IRn.

For the other function, the proof is analogous.

Proposition 3.2 Let z ∈ IRn. If q verifies (3.1) then q2(z, · ) and q2( · , z) are
locally Lipschitz continuous functions on IRn.

Proof: Let x ∈ dom (q2(z, · )) = IRn and ε > 0. We have that if w ∈ Bε(x) then
exists Kx > 0 such that |q(z, w)| ≤ Kx, in fact

|q(z, w)| = |q(z, w)− q(z, z)| ≤ L‖w − x + x− z‖ ≤ L (‖w − x‖+ ‖z − x‖)

and we consider Kx = L (ε + ‖z − x‖). Thus for x, y ∈ Bε(x) we have again from
Proposition 3.1

|q2(z, x)− q2(z, y)| = |q(z, x) + q(z, y)| |q(z, x)− q(z, y)| ≤ 2KxL‖x− y‖,

because x is arbitrary point, q2(z, · ) is locally Lipschitz on IRn. For the other
function, the proof is analogous.

Remark 3.2 We observe, if a quasi distance q verifies (3.1), then, for each z ∈
IRn, the functions q(z, · ), q2(z, · ), q( · , z) and q2( · , z) are coercives.
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Lemma 3.1 Let z ∈ IRn and λ > 0. If f : IRn → IR∪ {+∞} is bounded below and
q2(z, · ) is a coercive function, then the function f + 1

λ
q2(z, · ) : IRn → IR ∪ {+∞}

is coercive.

From Proposition 3.1 we have that q(z, · ) is a Lipschitz function when (3.1) holds,
thus we have that f + 1

λ
q2(z, · ) is a lower semicontinuous function. The next result

shows when the minimizer set of a coercive function is nonempty, see for example
[22, Theorem 1.9].

Theorem 3.1 Suppose f : IRn → IR ∪ {+∞} is lower semicontinuous, coercive
and proper. Then the value inf f is finite and the set arg min f is nonempty and
compact.

3.2 Subdifferential theory

Let us recall a few definitions concerning subdifferential calculus.

Definition 3.2 Let f : IRn → IR ∪ {+∞} be a proper lower semicontinuous func-
tion and x ∈ IRn.

1. The Fréchet subdifferential of f at x, ∂̂f(x), is defined as follows

∂̂f(x) :=


x∗ ∈ IRn : lim inf

y 6=x
y→x

f(y)−f(x)−〈x∗,y−x〉
‖x−y‖ ≥ 0

 , if x ∈ dom(f),

∅, if x /∈ dom(f);

2. The limiting-subdifferential of f at x ∈ IRn, ∂f(x), is defined as follows

∂f(x) :=
{
x∗ ∈ IRn : ∃xn → x, f(xn) → f(x), x∗n ∈ ∂̂f(xn) → x∗

}
3. The remoteness of the subdifferential ∂f at x ∈ IRn as follows

‖∂f(x)‖− = inf
p∈∂f(x)

‖p‖ = dist (0, ∂f(x)) .

Remark 3.3 From the definition above implies that the set ∂̂f(x) is closed and
convex, ∂f(x) is closed and ∂̂f(x) ⊂ ∂f(x).

Let write down the optimality condition, see for example [22, Theorem 10.1].

Theorem 3.2 If a proper function f : IRn → IR ∪ {+∞} has a local minimum at
x, then 0 ∈ ∂̂f(x), 0 ∈ ∂f(x).

Unless f is convex the condition 0 ∈ ∂f(x) is not a sufficient for x be a local
minimum point. In the remainder, a point x ∈ IRn that satisfies its is called
critical-limiting. The set of critical-limiting points of f is denoted by crit(f).
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Definition 3.3 A mapping S : IRn → P(IRm) is locally bounded at a point x ∈ IRn

if for some neighborhood V ∈ N (x) the set S(V ) ⊂ IRm is bounded. It is called
locally bounded on IRn if this holds at every x ∈ IRn.

Proposition 3.3 A mapping S : IRn → P(IRm) is locally bounded if and only if
S(B) is bounded for every bounded set B.

Proof: See [22, Proposition 5.15].
The following subdifferential characterization of local Lipschitz continuity, see

[22, Theorem 9.13], we will used in this work.

Theorem 3.3 Suppose f : IRn → IR ∪ {±∞} is locally lsc at x with f(x) finite.
Then the following conditions are equivalent:

1. f is locally Lipschitz continuous at x,

2. the mapping ∂̂f : x 7→ ∂̂f(x) is locally bounded at x,

3. the mapping ∂f : x 7→ ∂f(x) is locally bounded at x.

Moreover, when these conditions hold, ∂f(x) is nonempty and compact.

Next, we present a formula for the limiting-subdifferential for a sum of functions,
see for example [22, Exercise 10.10].

Theorem 3.4 If f1 locally Lipschitz continuous at x, f2 is lower semicontinuous
and proper with f2(x) finite, then

∂ (f1 + f2) (x) ⊂ ∂f1(x) + ∂f2(x).

For the product of two functions, we have the following calculus rule, see for ex-
ample [18, Theorem 7.1].

Theorem 3.5 Let fi : IRn → IR, i = 1, 2, be Lipschitz continuous around x. If
fi ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, then

∂(f1.f2)(x) ⊂ f2(x) ∂f1(x) + f1(x) ∂f2(x). (3.2)

We need the following version of the “fuzzy sum rule” for the Fréchet subdifferential
applied to the finite dimensional case, see [18, Proposition 2.7].

Theorem 3.6 Let fi : IRn → IR ∪ {+∞}, i = 1, 2, be lower semicontinuous func-
tions, one of which is Lipschitz continuous around x ∈ dom(f1) ∩ dom(f2). Then
for any δ > 0, and γ > 0 one has

∂̂ (f1 + f2) (x) ⊂ A + γB1(0).

where

A =
⋃{

∂̂f1(x1) + ∂̂f2(x2) : xi ∈ Bδ(x), |fi(xi)− fi(x)| ≤ δ, i = 1, 2
}

12



We denote [0 < f < α] := {x ∈ IRn : 0 < f(x) < α} and [0 < f ≤ α] :=
{x ∈ IRn : 0 < f(x) ≤ α}. The next result is a chain rule in the limiting-
subdifferential context, see [7, Lema 43].

Lemma 3.2 Let f : IRn → IRn∪{+∞} be a proper lower semicontinuous function
and ϕ : (0, α) → IR be a C1 function. Then

∂ (ϕ ◦ f) (x) = ϕ′ (f(x)) ∂f(x), ∀x ∈ [0 < f < α] .

3.3 Kurdyka- Lojasiewicz inequality

In this section, we present a generalization of the Kurdyka- Lojasiewicz property,
on a limiting-subdifferential context. This characterization has been considered in
[1, 4]. Given r ∈ (0, +∞], we set

K(0, r) :=
{
φ ∈ C([0, r)) ∩ C1(0, r) : φ(0) = 0 and φ′(r) > 0,∀r ∈ (0, r)

}
where C[0, r) (respectively, C1(0, r)) denotes the set of continuous functions on
[0, r) (respectively, C1 functions on (0, r)). Let f : IRn → IR ∪ {+∞} be a lower
semicontinuous function and x ∈ {x ∈ IRn : f(x) = 0} ∩ crit(f). We assume

(H1) ∃ ε, r > 0 such that it holds: x ∈ Bε(x) ∩ [0 < f ≤ r] ⇒ 0 6∈ ∂f(x)

This condition can be seen as a Sard-type condition, i.e. 0 is a locally upper isolated
critical value.

We consider the following characterization of the Kurdyka- Lojasiewicz in-
equality in terms of the limiting-subdifferential:

There exist r0 ∈ (0, r), ε ∈ (0, ε) and a concave function ϕ ∈ K (0, r0) such that

‖∂(ϕ ◦ f)(x)‖− ≥ 1, ∀x ∈ Bε(x) ∩ [0 < f ≤ r0] . (3.3)

Remark 3.4 As a particular case of (3.3) we have the  Lojasiewicz inequality. In
fact consider the concave function ϕ(s) := s1−θ ∈ K (0, r0) where θ ∈ [1

2
, 1) and the

restriction of f to its domain is a continuous function. We have that there exist
r0 ∈ (0, r), ε ∈ (0, ε) such that (3.3) is verified and by Lemma 3.2, we obtain

1 ≤ ‖ϕ′ (f(x)) ξ‖ = |ϕ′ (f(x))| ‖ξ‖ ∀ξ ∈ ∂f(x), ∀x ∈ Bε(x) ∩ [0 < f < r0] ,

and because 1 ≤
∣∣∣(1− θ)f(x)−θ

∣∣∣ ‖ξ‖ ≤ ∣∣∣f(x)−θ
∣∣∣ ‖ξ‖ and f(x) = 0 we have

|f(x)|θ = |f(x)− f(x)|θ ≤ ‖ξ‖ ∀ξ ∈ ∂f(x), ∀x ∈ Bε(x) ∩ [0 < f < r0]

This last characterization has been considered in [4].

Example 3.6 [19] Real-analytic functions and Semialgebraic functions verifies the
Kurdyka- Lojasiewicz inequality.
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Example 3.7 [4] Convex functions with the following growth condition: ∀ x̂ ∈
arg min(f), ∃C > 0, r ≥ 1, ε > 0 such that

f(x) ≥ f(x̂) + C dist (x, arg min(f))r , x ∈ Bε(x̂),

verify the Kurdyka- Lojasiewicz inequality, in particular the strongly convex func-
tions.

For further imformation about the Kurdyka- Lojasiewicz property and charac-
terizations see [19, 1, 7].

4 Proximal algorithm with quasi distance

The following hypotheses will be assumed in our study:

(H1) −∞ < inf
x∈IRn

f(x);

(H2) q verifies the condition (3.1);

(H3) The restriction of f to its domain is a continuous function;

(H4) for each x ∈ crit(f) ∩ {x ∈ IRn : f(x) = 0}, ∃ ε, r > 0 such that it holds:

x ∈ Bε(x) ∩ [0 < f ≤ r] ⇒ 0 6∈ ∂f(x).

The method generates a sequence {xk}k∈IN in the following way:

1. Take x0 ∈ dom(f).

2. Given xk, find xk+1 such that

xk+1 ∈ arg min
{
f(u) +

1

2λk

q2(xk, u) : u ∈ IRn
}

, (4.1)

where {λk}k∈IN is positive sequence such that λk ∈ (λ−, λ+).

3. If xk+1 = xk, STOP.

The following result gathers a few elementary facts concerning (4.1).

Proposition 4.1 If (H1) and (H2) are verifies, then sequence {xk} is well defined.

Proof: It consequence From Theorem 3.1.

Proposition 4.2 Let {xk}k∈IN be a sequence which complies with (4.1). Then
{f(xk)}k∈IN is nonincreasing. Moreover {f(xk)}k∈IN is bounded.
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Proof: By definition, (4.1) implies that for all k ≥ 0 we have

f(xk+1) +
1

2λk

q2(xk, xk+1) ≤ f(xk), ∀ k, (4.2)

thus f(xk+1) ≤ f(xk) ∀ k. By another hand,

−∞ < inf
x∈IRn

f(x) ≤ f(xk+1) ≤ f(x0) < +∞ ∀ k

therefore {f(xk)}k∈IN is bounded.

Proposition 4.3 We assume (H1) and (H2) are verifies. If {xk}k∈IN be a sequence

which complies with (4.1) then
+∞∑
k=0

q2(xk, xk+1) < +∞, in particular

lim
k→+∞

q2(xk, xk+1) = 0.

Proof: From (4.2) and λk ∈ (λ−, λ+), we have

f(xk+1) +
1

2λ+

q2(xk, xk+1) ≤ f(xk) ∀ k, (4.3)

and by summing the inequalities (4.3) from 0 to n ≥ 0 we obtain that

n∑
k=0

q2(xk, xk+1) ≤ 2λ+

[
f(x0)− f(xn+1)

]
≤ 2λ+

[
f(x0)− inf

IRn
f
]

< ∞.

From the last result we have that lim
k→+∞

q2(xk, xk+1) = 0.

Now we give a characterization of (4.1) on term of limiting-subdifferential.

Proposition 4.4 If (H1) and (H2) are verifies, then there exists ξk+1 ∈ ∂f(xk+1)

and ζk+1 ∈ ∂
(
q(xk, · )

)
(xk+1) such that

0 = ξk+1 +
q(xk, xk+1)

λk

ζk+1. (4.4)

Proof: From Proposition 3.1, in particular for z = xk we have that q2(xk, · )
is locally Lipschitz at xk+1. Regarding the algorithm, we can use the result of
Theorem 3.2 with f substituted by f1 + f2 where f1 := 1

2λk
q2(xk, · ) and f2 := f .

Now apply Theorem 3.4, going

0 ∈ ∂
(
f(·) +

1

2λk

q2(xk, · )
)

(xk+1) ⊂ ∂f(xk+1) +
1

2λk

∂
(
q2(xk, · )

)
(xk+1),

moreover, from Theorem 3.5 applied to ϕ1 = ϕ2 = q(xk, · ) we obtain

∂
(
q2(xk, · )

)
(xk+1) ⊂ 2q(xk, xk+1)∂

(
q(xk, · )

)
(xk+1),

thus

0 ∈ ∂f(xk+1) +
1

λk

q(xk, xk+1)∂
(
q(xk, · )

)
(xk+1)

therefore there exists ξk+1 ∈ ∂f(xk+1) and ζk+1 ∈ ∂
(
q(xk, · )

)
(xk+1) such that

(4.4) is verified.
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Proposition 4.5 Let {xk}k∈IN be a sequence which complies with (4.1) and denote
by ω(x0) the set of its limit points. If f satisfies (H3) then

1. f is finite and constant on ω(x0),

2. If {xk}k∈IN is bounded then ω(x0) is a nonempty compact connected set, and

lim
k→+∞

dist
(
xk, ω(x0)

)
= 0. (4.5)

Proof: (1) The sequence {f(xk)}k∈IN is nonincreasing and bounded from below,
then it converges to a point β. Now, let x any cluster point of {xk}k∈IN, then
there exists {xkj}j∈IN such that limj→+∞ xkj = x. From continuity of f we obtain
f(x) = limj→+∞ f(xkj ) = β. As x is arbitrary the prove is concluded.

(2) The connenteness and compactness are trivial, we only prove (refdistlim).
By contradiction suppose that there exists β > 0 and n0 ∈ IN such that:

dist
(
xk, ω(x0)

)
≥ 2β > 0, ∀ k ≥ n0.

As {xk}k∈IN is bounded, then there exists x ∈ IRn and a subsequence, denoted
by {xkj}j∈IN, such that limj→+∞ xkj = x, so limj→+∞ dist(xkj , x) = 0. Therefore

limj→+∞ dist
(
xkj , ω(x0)

)
= 0. From the definition of convergent subsequence, there

exists n1 := n1(β) ∈ IN such that for all j ≥ n1 we have dist
(
xkj , ω(x0)

)
< β. Now,

considere j ≥ n1, such that kj ≥ n0 (such j exists because {xkj}j∈IN is a subsequence

of {xk}k∈IN) then 2β ≤ dist
(
xkj , ω(x0)

)
< β, which is a contradiction. Therefore

we obtain the aimed result.

Remark 4.1 Even when {xk}k∈IN is bounded, the convergence of the whole se-
quence {xk}k∈IN may fail even for a finite-valued smooth function f , see [1].

5 Convergence Result

Lemma 5.1 Let {xk}k∈IN be a sequence generated by the proximal algorithm. If

{xk}k∈IN is bounded, then the set ∂
(
q(xk, · )

)
(xk+1) is bounded for all k.

Proof: We apply f := q(z, · ) in Theorem 3.3, obtaining that ∂(q(z, · ))(x) is
locally bounded ∀x ∈ dom(q(z, · )) and z ∈ IRn. Then by using Proposition 3.3
with S = ∂(q(z, · )) and B = {xk}k∈IN

∂(q(z, · ))(B) :=
⋃

x∈B

∂(q(z, · ))(x)

is bounded for each z ∈ IRn fixed, thus if z ∈ B, ∃M > 0 :

‖y‖ ≤ M ∀ y ∈
⋃

z,x∈B

∂(q(z, · ))(x)

in particular, ∂
(
q(xk, · )

)
(xk+1) is bounded by M .
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Proposition 5.1 If (H3) is verified, then any cluster point of the sequence {xk}k∈IN

is a limiting-critical point of f

Proof: Suppose that there exists x and a subsequence {xkj}j∈IN of {xk}k∈IN con-
verging to x. We will prove that 0 ∈ ∂f(x). From (4.1) and Theorem 3.2 we
have

0 ∈ ∂̂

(
f(·) +

1

2λkj−1

q2(xkj−1, · )
)

(xkj ).

Applying Theorem 3.6, with f1 := f , f2 := 1
2λkj−1

q2(xkj−1, · ), x = xkj and δ = γ =

1
kj

we obtain 0 ∈ ∂̂ (f1 + f2) (xkj ) ⊂ A + 1
kj

B1(0) where

A =

{
∂̂f1(x

kj

1 ) + ∂̂f2(x
kj

2 ) : x
kj

i ∈ B 1
kj

(xkj ), |fi(x
kj

i )− fi(x
kj )| ≤ 1

kj

, i = 1, 2

}

Thus there exists x
kj

1 , x
kj

2 ∈ B 1
kj

(xkj ), ξkj ∈ ∂̂f(x
kj

1 ), ζkj ∈ ∂̂
(
q2(xkj−1, · )

)
(x

kj

2 )

and ukj ∈ B1(0) such that

0 = ξkj +
1

2λkj−1

ζkj +
1

kj

ukj . (5.1)

Notice that

0 ≤ q(xkj−1, x
kj

2 ) ≤ q(xkj−1, xkj ) + q(xkj , x
kj

2 )

= q(xkj−1, xkj ) + q(xkj , x
kj

2 )− q(xkj , xkj )

≤ L‖xkj−1 − xkj‖+ L‖xkj

2 − xkj‖

therefore
lim

j→+∞
q(xkj−1, x

kj

2 ) = 0.

Now, as ∂̂
(
q2(xkj−1, · )

)
(x

kj

2 ) ⊂ ∂
(
q2(xkj−1, · )

)
(x

kj

2 ) we have

ζkj ∈ ∂
(
q2(xkj−1, · )

)
(x

kj

2 ) ⊂ 2q(xkj−1, x
kj

2 )∂
(
q(xkj−1, · )

)
(x

kj

2 )

and using the boundenes of the last set, we have from (5.1)

‖ξkj‖ ≤ 1

2λkj−1

‖ζkj‖+
1

kj

≤ 1

2λ−
‖ζkj‖+

1

kj

≤ 1

λ−
q(x

kj

2 , xkj−1)M +
1

kj

.

Therefore, there are sequences {xkj

1 }j∈IN, {f(x
kj

1 )}j∈IN and {ξkj}j∈IN with ξkj ∈
∂̂f(x

kj

1 ) such that limj→+∞ x
kj

1 = x, limj→+∞ f(x
kj

1 ) = f(x) and limj→+∞ ξkj = 0,
so 0 ∈ ∂f(x).

Next, we state and prove our main convergence result, the proof that we develop
here, is motivated by [4].
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Theorem 5.1 Assume that f satisfies (H1)-(H4), and verifies the Kurdyka-
 Lojasiewicz inequality (3.3). Let {xk}k∈IN be a sequence generated by the proximal
algorithm. If the sequence {xk}k∈IN is bounded, then

+∞∑
k=0

q(xk, xk+1) < +∞, (5.2)

in particular the whole sequence {xk}k∈IN converges to some point of crit(f).

Proof: Without loss of generality, we can assume that f(x) := f(x)− infk≥0 f(xk),
thus we have that limk→+∞ f(xk) = 0.

The case when xk+1 = xk for some k ≥ 1 has no consequence on the asymptotic
analysis, so that we may suppose that q(xk, xk+1) > 0 for all k ≥ 0. In view of
(4.2), we obtain also that f(xk) is positive and decreases (strictly) to 0. Thus for
x ∈ crit(f), we have f(x) = 0 and from (H4) exists ε, r > 0.

From the definition of the set K(0, r) the function ϕ is strictly concave on
(0, r). Then by using the differentiable convex inequality for the function −ϕ(s)
for s, t ∈ (0, r), where s := f(xk+1) and t := f(xk), obtaining

ϕ
(
f(xk)

)
− ϕ

(
f(xk+1)

)
≥ ϕ′

(
f(xk)

) (
f(xk)− f(xk+1)

)
≥ ϕ′

(
f(xk)

) 1

λk

q2(xk, xk+1), (5.3)

where the last inequality comes from (4.2) and because ϕ′
(
f(xk)

)
> 0. By another

hand, from the Kurdyka- Lojasiewicz inequality we have that exist r0 ∈ (0, r) and
ε ∈ (0, ε) such that (3.3) is verified, and from Lemma 3.2 we have for α = r0 that
ϕ′ (f(x)) ∂f(x) ⊂ ∂(ϕ ◦ f)(x) then

dist (0, ϕ′ (f(x)) ∂f(x)) ≥ 1, ∀x ∈ Bε(x) ∩ [0 < f < r0] ,

which implies ‖p‖ ≥ 1 ∀p ∈ ϕ′ (f(x)) ∂f(x), ∀x ∈ Bε(x) ∩ [0 < f < r0]. Thus
we obtain for xk ∈ Bε(x) ∩ [0 < f < r0] and ξk ∈ ∂f(xk): 1 ≤ ‖ϕ′(f(xk))ξk‖ =
ϕ′(f(xk))‖ξk‖, then

1

‖ξk‖
≤ ϕ′(f(xk)) ∀xk ∈ Bε(x) ∩ [0 < f < r0] ,∀ ξk ∈ ∂f(xk). (5.4)

By another hand, from (4.4) we have for all k ≥ 0

‖ξk‖ =
q(xk−1, xk)

λk−1

‖ζk‖

where ζk ∈ ∂
(
q(xk−1, · )

)
(xk) and because λk ∈ (λ−, λ+) we get

λ−
q(xk−1, xk)‖ζk‖

≤ 1

‖ξk‖
∀ k ≥ 0. (5.5)
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Now from (5.4) and (5.5) we obtain that there exists n0 = n0(ε) ∈ IN such that
both inequalities are verified for all k ≥ n0. Then

λ−
q(xk−1, xk)‖ζk‖

≤ ϕ′
(
f(xk)

)
∀ k ≥ n0 (5.6)

where ζk ∈ ∂
(
q(xk−1, · )

)
(xk). Combining (5.6) with (5.3) (recall that λ+ > λk >

0) we have

q2(xk, xk+1)

q(xk−1, xk)‖ζk‖
≤ λ+

λ−

(
ϕ
(
f(xk)

)
− ϕ

(
f(xk+1)

))
∀ k ≥ n0. (5.7)

Fix r ∈ (0, 1) and take k ≥ n0. We are going to consider two cases q(xk, xk+1) ≥
rq(xk−1, xk) or q(xk, xk+1) < rq(xk−1, xk). Let q(xk, xk+1) ≥ rq(xk−1, xk), by

Lemma 5.1, we know that ∂
(
q(xk−1, · )

)
(xk) is bounded by some M , thus ‖ζk‖ ≤

M ∀ k, it follows though the starting hypothesis:

r

M
q(xk, xk+1) ≤ q2(xk, xk+1)

q(xk−1, xk)M
≤ q2(xk, xk+1)

q(xk−1, xk)‖ζk‖
.

With (5.7) we achieve:

q(xk, xk+1) ≤ Mλ+

rλ−

(
ϕ
(
f(xk)

)
− ϕ

(
f(xk+1)

))
.

Now, let q(xk, xk+1) < rq(xk−1, xk). Then

q(xk, xk+1) ≤ rq(xk−1, xk) +
Mλ+

rλ−

(
ϕ
(
f(xk)

)
− ϕ

(
f(xk+1)

))
∀ k ≥ n0. (5.8)

Summing over k = n0, · · · , n, and set L = Mλ+

rλ−
we obtain

n∑
k=n0

q(xk, xk+1) ≤ r
n−1∑
k=n0

q(xk, xk+1) + rq(xn0−1, xn0)

+
Mλ+

rλ−

(
ϕ (f(xn0))− ϕ

(
f(xn+1)

))
≤ r

n∑
k=n0

q(xk, xk+1) + rq(xn0−1, xn0)

+
Mλ+

rλ−

(
ϕ (f(xn0))− ϕ

(
f(xn+1)

))
Thus

(1− r)
n∑

k=n0

q(xk, xk+1) ≤ rq(xn0−1, xn0) +
Mλ+

rλ−

(
ϕ (f(xn0))− ϕ

(
f(xn+1)

))
.

or equivalentely
n∑

k=n0

q(xk, xk+1) ≤ r

1− r
q(xn0−1, xn0) +

Mλ+

r(1− r)λ−

(
ϕ (f(xn0))− ϕ

(
f(xn+1)

))
.

Since f is bounded from below and ϕ is strictly increasing we conclude (5.2).
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6 Conclusions

We analyze the proximal point algorithm associated to quasi distances for mini-
mizing nondifferentiable functions that verify the Kurdyka- Lojasiewicz inequality.
Apart from the convergence results, we show a decision model that relates proximal
methods and quasi distances, as an interesting motivation for that setting.
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